Block Name: Festive Fourth

Finished Size: 9” square

Fabric A: white
2 squares, 4” x 4”
1 square, 3-1/2” x 3-1/2”

Fabric B: navy blue with stars
2 squares, 4” x 4”

Fabric C: red and white stripes
4 squares, 3-1/2” x 3-1/2”

Place a 4” Fabric A square together with a 4” Fabric B square right sides together with the light fabric on top. Draw a diagonal line on wrong side of light fabric, and stitch along both sides of drawn line, 1/4” away from the line. Cut triangles apart on the drawn pencil line. Repeat to create four A/B triangle squares. TRIM to accurate 3-1/2” square.

Next, following the diagram, join squares together to form three rows. Press seams in opposite directions, then join the rows together to complete

Festive Fourth Block, 9-1/2” unfinished.